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Acoustic bluegrass instrumental music featuring one of today's most exciting new flatpicking guitar

players supported by an all-star bluegrass band. 12 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Bluegrass, FOLK: Modern

Folk Details: FGM Records proudly presents one of the most exciting bluegrass instrumental CDs to be

released in years. Mo Canada's "Grassoline" features 12 instrumental selections performed by some of

today's most talented musicians. Joining Mo Canada on this disc are: Tony Rice, Randy Kohrs, Phil

Leadbetter, Rickie Simpkins, Kevin Light, Darrell Webb, Ed Canada, Chad Light, Scott Vestal, Taro

Inoue, Raymond McLain, and JP Mathes. The CD was engineered and mixed by Wyatt Rice. The music

on this CD is something that any bluegrass enthusiast will thoroughly enjoy and something that flatpickers

will be talking about for years to come. This is a CD that should be part of any bluegrass guitar player's

collection. Buy your copy today! Here are what others are saying about Mo Canada: While Mos great lead

playing still retains the trademark Rice tone and touch, hes plowing his own field now with inventive lines

and fluid, dynamic tunes. Mo Canada is moving down his own road now, finding his own muse, and its

sure fun to hear the results. -Tim Stafford Canada has "touch." Theres a relaxed, comfortable feeling in

even the fastest tunes. He doesnt overplay, doesnt even seem to wander out on a limb too far. Hes under

control at all times. -Archie Warnock, Bluegrass Unlimited His playing serves to confirm the notion that

bluegrass guitar will continue to flourish. -Tony Rice This mature work of art reflects the many years he

has worked honing his skill. As a composer, he comes up with fresh music perfectly suited to his

instrument and style. -Raymond McLain, Head of ETSU Bluegrass Dept. Mo's got one of the best tones

I've heard in a long time. I'm impressed with his wonderfully mature sense of melody and groove. - Bryan

Sutton Song List: Weaver's Bend Leap Frog White Rock Deputy Dalton Spring Has Sprung Brownee

(Last Southern Belle) Fairview Goodbye Allison Chicken House Old Grey Coat Lonesome Ruben
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